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Genetic engineering of phage provides novel opportunities to build various nanomaterials by displaying functional
peptide motifs on its surface coat protein. However, any genetic modifications of phage coat proteins must be
able to accommodate their many biological roles in the phage replication process. To express functional but
inherently unfavorable peptide motifs on major coat protein pVIII, we devised a novel genetic conjugation method
to circumvent bacterial biological censorship. Constraining the designed peptides among the degenerate flanking
residues, we obtained a pVIII library of phage that retained the desired sequences yet could navigate through the
phage replication process due to the naturally selected flanking residues. Further, we systematically analyzed the
biochemical and size-related compensation mechanisms of the pVIII expressed peptides by constructing four
chemically diverse (His, Trp, Glu, Lys) partial library series. Described genetic conjugation methodology can
serve to improve the design of engineered phage and allow further exploitation of these particles as functional
nanobiomaterials for various applications.

INTRODUCTION
Monodisperse nanofibers with a uniform programmable
surface that are able to store information and be reproduced in
mass quantities can serve a multitude of biological and material
needs. Filamentous bacteriophage (phage) are bacterial viruses
880 nm long and 6.6 nm in diameter (1, 2). Through genetic
engineering, phage have been shown to be extremely versatile
in peptide presentation on both their major coat protein, pVIII,
and minor coat proteins, pIII and pIX (1-7). Additionally, the
monodispersity of their shape and chemical character, derived
from clonal replication, allows them to self-assemble into
directionally organized liquid crystalline structures. Previously,
these phage have demonstrated an ability to be formed into onedimensional ordered fibers, two-dimensional films, and threedimensional materials (4, 6, 8-10).
The potential to control both structural organization and
chemical function of materials at the nanoscale level makes
genetically engineered phage very appealing candidates for use
as material building blocks. The surface of the filamentous phage
is represented by 2700 copies of its major coat protein, pVIII,
which packs around the phage DNA to make a tight and
cylindrical shell (11). The acidic N-termini of pVIII form a dense
periodic display spaced at 2.7 nm (1, 12). The final five residues
of pVIII have been determined to be structurally unconstrained
and exposed to the solvent (11), therefore presenting an optimal
target for engineering, manipulation, and substrate interaction.
A tremendous amount of research has gone into studying the
structural characteristics and biological interactions of pVIII
through the phage and Escherichia coli (E. coli) life cycle (13-23).
Numerous peptide libraries have been developed for use as
information mining tools in a high-throughput evolutionary
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screening method called phage display (1, 2). Additionally,
research efforts have gone into finding out how to improve the
diversity of the amino acid libraries presented by the phage,
thereby potentially improving the quality of binding information
between the peptide and its target (24-26). More recently,
functionalized bacteriophage and virus capsids have become an
attractive tool for material synthesis (27, 28). The “landscape”
peptide presentation on the major coat protein of the filamentous
phage has been utilized to template inorganic crystals for energy
and memory storage devices (4, 6, 9, 10) and make stimulusresponsive materials (29). The phage has also been exploited
for medical applications, such as targeted drug (30), gene (31),
and imaging agent (32) delivery, as well as a tissue engineering
material (33).
To further exploit and push the limits of the phage particle
versatility, it is important to understand the intricate biological
processes that occur before pVIII proteins can be successfully
packaged into a viable phage. If a very low copy number vector
such as fd-tet is utilized (24), the stress on the replication process
is reduced, and an engineered octapeptide pVIII library has a
capability of forming 109 various phage particles (1). The
utilization of a phagemid cloning system also allows a much
greater versatility of expressed proteins in terms of both size
and chemical characteristic, albeit on a much lower percentage
of phage proteins (2). Even though the phagemid system offers
greater flexibility, limitations still exist. A recent study showed
that both the charge of the expressed peptide as well as its size
influence the number of fused peptides that could be displayed
on the phage particle (34). The potential complexity of the
libraries drops when using a higher copy vector or when
expressing the desired peptide on every protein of the phage
(25). However, as the yield of propagated phage and the density
of expressed peptides become much more important for material
synthesis applications these attributes should play an important
role in choosing both the phage type and the expression system.
Whether the certain insert sequence will be expressed or not
depends strongly on its fitness for the processes encountered
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Figure 1. pVIII major coat protein, and its biological role in M13 phage replication in E. coli. (A) Schematic representation of pVIII library
construction. (B) Schematic representation of partially constrained pVIII libraries. (C) Signal and mature peptide sequences of pVIII protein, with
hydrophobic portions marked by yellow rectangles, and a marked leader peptidase cleavage site. (D) More detailed diagram of translation, membrane
insertion, and procoat cleavage processes most instrumental in biocensoring the pVIII insert expression. (In part adapted from ref 51).

by pVIII during its lifecycle, including (1) transcription, (2)
translation, (3) membrane insertion, (4) signal peptide cleavage,
(5) assembly and extrusion, and finally (6) infection and
intrusion (23, 35); see Figure 1. If the interactions of the
engineered pVIII are favorable within this context, its genetic
sequence will be more stable, and more phage will be produced
during amplification. If the insert sequence makes pVIII
interactions less biologically favorable, it will be more likely
to mutate and/or produce fewer phage particles. Here, we
describe a novel partially constrained library method to add
peptide motifs to every copy of pVIII protein. We show how
this approach was used to display an Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD)
integrin-binding peptide on every copy of pVIII protein to
promote cell interaction, which we developed for phage-based
novel tissue engineering materials. Additionally, we show how
this method can be useful for presenting other functionally
designed groups on the major coat protein of the phage. Finally,
we quantitatively analyze how the characteristics of the inserts
and their constrained sequences affect their expression on a
phage particle.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Reagents. Phusion high-fidelity DNA polymerase was purchased from Finnzymes (Espoo, Finland). PstI, BamHI, and
DpnI restriction endonucleases, T4 DNA ligase, and dNTP 10
mM solution mix were from New England Biolabs (Ipswich,
MA). QuikChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit was from
Stratagene (La Jolla, CA). DNA purification was performed with
the help of QIAquick PCR Purification and Gel Extraction Kits,
and QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit all from QIAGEN, Inc.
(Valencia, CA).
Bacterial and Phage Strains. M13KE single-stranded phage
that was used as a base for the library and insert construction
was purchased from New England Biolabs. XL10-Gold Ultracompetent Cells (F′ lacIqZ∆M15) from Stratagene were used
to transform the ligated DNA products. XL1-Blue Competent
Cells (F′ lacIqZ∆M15) from Stratagene were used for phage
amplification.
Inverse PCR Method for M13 Phage Cloning. To present
peptide motifs on every copy of M13 major coat protein, an

inverse polymerase chain reaction (PCR) cloning method was
adapted (36). The insert was positioned between the first and
fifth amino acids of the wild-type pVIII, replacing wild-type
M13KE residues 2-4 (Ala-Glu-Gly-Asp-Asp to Ala-(Insert)Asp). All primers were ordered from IDT DNA technologies
(Coralville, IA). To allow for recircularization of the vector
following the PCR, a PstI restriction site was created upstream
of the insert location using a QuikChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit by changing position 1372 of M13KE vector from
T to A (CTGCAG), as previously described (1). The resulting
DNA was verified by picking blue plaques resulting from phage
transformation, isolating the DNA using common biological
methods (37), and sequencing at the University of California,
Berkeley DNA sequencing facility (Berkeley, CA).
For the inverse PCR reaction, the forward primer was
designed to include a PstI restriction site followed by an insert
sequence and a segment complementary to the gVIII 3′-5′
strand. The reverse primer, designed to make the M13 plasmid
linear, also included the PstI restriction site and was fully
complementary to the gVIII 5′-3′ region. To incorporate the
gene sequences, PCR was performed using Phusion high-fidelity
DNA polymerase, the two primers, and an M13 vector with an
engineered PstI restriction site as the template. The obtained
product was purified on an agarose gel, eluted with spin column
purification, digested with PstI enzyme, and recircularized with
an overnight ligation at 16 °C with T4 DNA ligase (37). The
ligated DNA vector was transformed into XL10-Gold Ultracompetent bacteria cells, and the resulting phage verified via
DNA sequencing.
Partial Library Cloning Method. All the libraries were
cloned into the M13 vector by following the above scheme.
For the partial libraries, the primers were designed to constrain
a region of interest (i.e., RGD) and to allow degeneracy within
the flanking codons (i.e., XXXRGDXX). As in previous phage
libraries, a 32 codon degeneracy was used (X ) NNK, N )
A/T/C/G, K ) G/T) to reduce the bias among presented amino
acids (AAs) and eliminate two of the three potential stop
codons (1, 2). For a fully unconstrained library, degeneracy was
allowed at all of the 8 positions. See Table 1 for primer and
corresponding library sequences. To reduce the advantage of
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Table 1. Primer Sequences for Phages and Phage Librariesa
name
wild-type
unconstrained
RGD
WHWQ
WHWQ-2X
WHWQ-3X
WHWQ-4X
1Ed
2E
3E
4E
5E
6E
p8-rev1376

sequence
AEGDDP
AXc(X)7DP...
c

AX XXRGDXXDP
AGWHWQGGGDP
AXcWHWQXGGDP
AXcWHWQXXGDP
AXcXWHWQXXDP
AXcWHWQXXXDP
AXcXXEXXXXDP
AXcXXEEXXXDP
AXcXEEEXXXDP
AXcXEEEEXXDP
AXcEEEEEXXDP
AXcEEEEEEXDP

primerb
5′ATATATCTGCAGNK (NNK)7GATCCCGCAAAAGCGG
CCTTTAATCCC3′
5′...CTGCAGNK (NNK)2 CGTGGTGAC(NNK)2...3′
5′...CTGCAGGC TGG CAT TGG CAG GGC GGC GGC...3′
5′...CTGCAG NK TGG CAT TGG CAG NNK GGC GGC...3′
5′...CTGCAG NK TGG CAT TGG CAG (NNK)2GGC...3′
5′...CTGCAG NK NNK TGG CAT TGG CAG (NNK)2...3′
5′...CTGCAG NK TGG CAT TGG CAG (NNK)3...3′
5′...CTGCAG NK (NNK)2GAA (NNK)4...3′
5′...CTGCAG NK (NNK)2GAAGAG (NNK)3...3′
5′...CTGCAG NK NNK GAAGAGGAA (NNK)3...3′
5′...CTGCAG NK NNK (GAAGAG)2(NNK)2...3′
5′...CTGCAG NK (GAAGAG)2 GAA (NNK)2...3′
5′...CTGCAG NK (GAAGAG)3NNK ...3′
5′ CCTCTGCAGCGAAAGACAGCATCGG 3′

a
X’s refer to degenerate residues, Bold to constrained, and Italics to the insert portion. b Full primer sequence shown only for the first listed; for the
rest, only the PstI restriction site and the insert portion are included. c Xc refers to residues coded for by a GNK codon (i.e., A,D,E,G,V). d Glu libraries
shown as representative; same pattern applied for Lys library (AAA AAG codons); for His (CAT) and W (TGG) libraries, only one type of codon was
used.

wild-type or fast-amplifying phage, the cells were allowed to
recover for only 30 min after transformation (38). To analyze
the library sequence space, the cells were plated in agarose top,
and phage-formed plaques after an overnight incubation at 37
°C were picked and their DNA sequenced.
Library Quantification and Analysis. Number of Transformants. Using 2 µL of each ligation reaction, 50 µL of XL10 Gold Ultracompetent cells were transformed via heat shock
following the manufacturer’s recommendations. The cells were
recovered in 1 mL LB at 37 °C incubator with shaking for 30
min. Aliquots of 150 and 450 µL of cells were then plated in
agarose top on LB plates with IPTG/Xgal (37). The number of
transformants was quantified for each of the engineered libraries
by calculating an average quantity of plaque forming units.
Amino Acid DiVersity. Ten sequences were obtained for each
library producing plaques (37), except for the 3H library where
only seven plaques could be obtained with retained 3H sequence.
The frequency and number distributions were determined on
the basis of the amino acid (AA) side-chain characteristic (i.e.,
aromatic, negative, and positive), both in the degenerate
positions and in the insert as a whole. Observed frequency of
occurrence (F) was calculated via the following formula: F )
(# of type of AA)/(total # AAs in sequences evaluated) × 100%,
with type of AA ) Aromatic (Trp, Tyr, Phe), Negative (Asp,
Glu), or Positive (Arg, Lys). Expected frequency (E.F.) was
calculated on basis of the number of codons corresponding to
each AA residue as used in a 32 codon library, and grouped by
the type of AA.

RESULTS
Fabrication of Partially Constrained pVIII Library
with Desired Peptides. We fabricated a partially constrained
pVIII library with desired peptides for construction of engineering materials. The initial purpose for engineering the pVIII
protein of M13 phage was to decorate it with cell signaling
motifs, so it could serve as a novel material for tissue
regeneration scaffolds (33). As the target cell type was of neural
origin, the signaling motifs chosen were IKVAV and RGD,
which are peptide groups taken from laminin and fibronectin
and previously shown to have a positive effect on neural
progenitor cell attachment and differentiation (39, 40). Initial
cloning attempts were to display an ASIKVAV and a GGRGDSP peptide immediately at the N-terminus of pVIII, thereby
maintaining the signaling motifs within their naturally occurring
flanking sequences (41, 42). After the original attempt failed,
the insert sequences were modified to shift the ASIKVAV to

start at position three of the mature pVIII (i.e., AEASIKVAVDP), and GRGDS was shortened and moved to start
after the first Ala residue (i.e., AGRGDSDP). Both were
redesigned to contain a positive and a negative residue, making
the overall charge of pVIII N-terminus -1. The described
measures should have theoretically allowed for the expression
of the insert (3). However, both of the constructed bacteriophage
showed a strong tendency for deletions and single nucleotide
mutations, which resulted in amino acid substitutions. In nine
out of ten sequences obtained, the ASIKVAV insert had a K6N
mutation (AEASINVAV), and only one preserved the desired
IKVAV sequence with an A3D mutation (AEDSIKVAV).
A GRGDS peptide addition on pVIII resulted in a phage that
made very small plaques, initially indicating a greatly reduced
fitness of the phage (3, 15, 16, 24). Furthermore, when the phage
was amplified and titrated following standard microbiological
procedures (37), the resulting phage all had G2D, R3X (i.e.,
ADRGDSDP or AGXGDSDP, with X ) residue from a single
base mutation, i.e., Pro, Leu, Gly, His) or deletion mutations.
Even when a DRGDS phage was amplified, the resulting
population again showed consistent instability at the Arg
position, often mutating it to a neutral residue. From these initial
cloning attempts, it was seen that the preference for the phage
expression was not to have a positive residue in the N-terminus
insert location, unless stabilized by at least two negative charges.
However, even with two negative residues the shorter DRGDS
peptide continued to remain unstable.
A partial 8mer library was utilized to display the unfavorable
RGD peptide, which allowed the unconstrained library residues
to be controlled and chosen by the E. coli host (see Figure 1).
In this manner, only the favorable full inserts would be displayed
and contain both the designed constrained motif as well as a
flanking amino acid library chosen by the natural selection
pressures of the E. coli cellular mechanisms. Cloning the RGD
sequence with the partial library method as described above
resulted in formation of phage particles that upon sequencing
were found to retain the RGD sequence (see Table 2). From
the resulting RGD library, the most physiologically relevant
flanking amino acids GRGDT (for a full sequence of ADSGRGDTEDP) were chosen to resemble a fibronectin integrin
binding domain GRGDS (43). The stability of both the IKVAVand RGD-modified phages was verified by mass amplification
(33). Furthermore, they were found to have specific interaction
with cells and were used to build tissue engineering scaffolds
that could control cell behavior in two and three dimensions
(33).
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Table 2. RGD Constrained Library Sequences

b

a
The insert is shown in italics, constrained sequences are marked in bold and outlined, positive residues marked in red and the negative in blue.
The sequence of a phage chosen to serve as a part of a tissue-engineering scaffold (33).

Table 3. WHWQ Constrained Library Sequences

a

The insert is shown in italics, constrained sequences are marked in bold and outlined, positive residues marked in red and the negative in blue.

To further verify the utility of the partial library method to
express unfavorable short peptide groups on every copy of the
major coat protein, we attempted to express a WHWQ sequence
found previously in our lab as a trinitrotoluene (TNT) binding
peptide (44). A fully defined WHWQ insert and four different
WHWQ libraries were attempted (see Table 1). The fully
constrained WHWQ insert (AGWHWQGGGDP) resulted in no
plaque forming phage. The transformation of a library with two
unconstrained positions (AXWHWQXGGDP) resulted in several
plaques, but all were either wild-type mutants or original
template phage. Finally, libraries constructed with degeneracy
at three (AXXWHWQXGDP) and four positions (AXWHWQXXXDP or AXXWHWQXXDP) resulted in phages that were
able to retain the desired WHWQ sequences (see Table 3).
Within the resulting sequences, there was a very strong tendency
of the unconstrained residues to be negative. From 20 of the
phage that were sequenced and found to display the WHWQ
motif, 18 had 3 negative residues in the unconstrained space
and 2 had 2 negative residues. These 2 phage were from the
AXXWHWQXXDP library, and both had the negative charges
preceding the constrained WHWQ motif.
Limitation and Compensation Trends in Partially
Constrained pVIII Libraries. To explore whether there was
any compensation between the constrained and unconstrained
sequence space of the insert and elucidate any potential trends,

several partially constrained library series were designed. One
to six amino acids of the 8mer inserts were defined in the middle
of the pVIII libraries as His, Lys, Trp, or Glu, leaving the rest
as degenerate (see Table 1). The purpose was to systematically
test the constraints of insert expression for amino acids with
side groups of diverse chemical characteristics and potential
functionalities. Histidine, a very functionally interesting residue,
has a nearly physiological pKa of 6.0, and is therefore very
sensitive to its surroundings. However, in a more basic E. coli
environment (45) it is most often found in a neutral confirmation.
Lysine (pKa ) 10.53) is consistently positive in E. coli and has
a modifiable amine group, whereas glutamic acid is negative
(pKa ) 4.25) and similarly has a chemically modifiable carboxyl
group. Tryptophan is uncharged, but it is the largest (mol wt )
186.21 g/mol) hydrophobic amino acid that is both aromatic
and polar by nature, lending itself to a variety of binding
interactions.
Effect of pVIII Constrained Sequence on Library Size.
The size of the libraries, as measured by the quantity of plaqueforming phage after library transformation, was seen to strongly
depend on the sequences constrained within the 8mer library
inserts (Figure 2). The most apparent trend was that for all
libraries the number of plaque forming phage produced within
the library declined as the number of repeating residues
increased. For the H-libraries, 1H and 2H constraints produced
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Figure 2. Partial library size dependence on the constrained peptide.
Average number of plaque forming units (pfu) is shown in relation to the
number of constrained residues in each of the constructed libraries.

an equal population of transformants at 550 pfu/mL and the
3H library population was reduced by half to 240 pfu/mL. The
4H library produced 120 pfu/mL, but did not result in any phage
containing four His residues. Instead, the phage sequence always
either had a deletion, wild-type revertant mutations, or original
template background. Even though the 5H and 6H libraries
produced some plaques, they were similar in quality to the 4H
library. The W-libraries had the most dramatic change where
the 1W seemed a very favorable constraint producing 970 pfu/
mL, but the drop to the 2W library population was more than
10 times to 70 pfu/mL, and 3W was again reduced by another
half to 30 pfu/mL. The 4W libraries produced less than 10 pfu/
mL and had no 4W sequences. The 5W and 6W libraries
produced no plaques at all. Within the K-series, only 1K (at
∼260 pfu/mL) contained the constrained Lys residue. The
2K-6K libraries produced a population of plaques, but each
was either a deletion or wild-type mutant, or original template
DNA background. The E-constrained phage showed high
numbers of pfu/mL in the 1-3E libraries (650-870 pfu/mL),
with the 2E library being the best producer. The 4E library
showed a marked decline (180 pfu/mL), and even though it did
contain some deletion and revertant mutants, there was still a
population of phage expressing the constrained 4E sequences.
The 5E (140 pfu/mL) and 6E (70 pfu/mL) libraries produced a
fairly large population of plaque-forming phage compared to
other high repeating libraries. However, among the obtained
sequences, there were no phage that expressed five or six Glu
repeats. Instead, these libraries had a high number of deletion
mutants, often displaying one to four Glu residues.
Dependence of Partial Library Diversity on the Constrained
Sequence. In the constructed partial libraries, the unconstrained
library amino acids were seen to partially compensate for the
constrained amino acids in both chemical character and size,
in order to preserve the overall favorability of insert display.
The residues were grouped and characterized by their side-chain
functionality rather than by individual presence. The positive
groups, Lys and Arg, as well as the hydrophobic groups Trp,
Tyr, and Phe, were previously described to aide in anchoring
the pVIII protein in the cell membrane (46, 47). The negative
residues (Asp and Glu) are thought to assist in the electrophoretic dependent insertion of pVIII across the E. coli
membrane and serve as its hydrophilic anchors (22, 47). This
diversity analysis was done on the whole 8mer inserts including
the constrained sequences, as well as on only the degenerate
parts of the inserts, that exclude the constrained sequences (see
Figure 3). These distributions were compared to an 8mer pVIII
library population constructed in a similar fashion, as well as
expected frequencies of these amino acids as based on the 32
codon representation (NNK codon library). As observed in
previously constructed libraries, the frequency of expression of
negative Asp and Glu residues were greatly overrepresented in
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the fully unconstrained library, whereas both the aromatic and
the positive residues were underrepresented in relation to the
theoretically expected frequencies (3, 25). However, as more
constraints were imposed on the insert space some trends were
seen to emerge. The most pronounced effect was the direct
relationship between the number of charged residues and the
aromatic residues. The constriction of aromatic amino acids
showed a dramatic influence on the increase of negatively
charged residues within the library portions of these phage pVIII
proteins (10% increase for 1W, 41% increase for 2W, and 62%
increase for 3W libraries in relation to fully unconstrained).
Inversely, while the expressed frequency of aromatic residues
did not increase for 1E and 2E libraries, it more than tripled, in
relation to the library expression, to 14% for 3E and 15% for
4E library. It is also noteworthy that, whereas the number of
aromatic residues is underrepresented in the fully unconstrained
and most of the constrained libraries, it exceeds the expected
rate of representation (9%) by 50-60% in the 3E and 4E
libraries. Additionally, the 1K library had the third largest
expression rate of aromatic residues, exactly matching the
expected frequency at 9%.
Since the more constrained libraries have a lower quantity
of unconstrained residues, a similar number of residues of a
certain type will inherently result in a higher frequency of
expression. Therefore, to better interpret the behavior of the full
pVIII protein, it is useful to also evaluate the average number
of residues seen in the whole 8mer insert (see Figure 4)
compared to both the fully unconstrained library and the
wildtype residues replaced by library insertion (AEGDDP). With
this approach, even though less dramatic, the same trends as
seen with the frequency of expression can be observed. While
the number of negative residues is ∼1.7 per insert for the fully
unconstrained library, there is a significant increase in negative
residues for the 2W and 3W as related to the library (2.5 and
3.1, respectively). Due to the overall low rate of expression of
aromatic residues within unconstrained library portions of the
phage, there was a large variance within each population.
Therefore, besides the constrained aromatic libraries there were
no statistically significant changes in the expression of aromatic
residues as compared to the library. However, there was an
upward trend of aromatic residue expression in the negatively
constrained 3E and 4E libraries (0.6 residue/insert) in relation
to the library.
When analyzing the expression of positive residues, it was
seen that a maximum of one positive residue was expressed in
any of the insert libraries, whether it was a constrained Lys
residue or positive residues appearing in the unconstrained
sections of other libraries. The constrained library had significantly higher expression of positive residues than any other
library. Even though all of the negatively constrained libraries
had an increased expression of positive residues, the only one
that was significantly higher than the fully unconstrained library
was the 2E constrained phage library. In fact, the 2E phage
library expressed a significantly higher number of positive
residues than all the other phage libraries with the exception of
the other Glu libraries. Furthermore, in all of the inserts
displaying a positive group, at least two negative residues were
present.
A direct compensation mechanism seemed to occur for the
constrained 1K library. It expressed an average charge of
-1.5 (2.5 negative residues and 1 positive residues per insert),
the same as the unconstrained library with an average charge
of -1.54 (1.74 negative residues and 0.2 positive residues
per insert) (Figure 3). The aromatic Trp constrained libraries
expressed positive residues but at a lower rate than the
unconstrained library. On the other hand, as mentioned above
the Lys constrained library showed a relatively high rate of
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Figure 3. Frequency distribution of functional groups in expressed partial library inserts. The observed frequency of AAs with (A,B) negative,
(C,D) aromatic, and (E,F) positive side chain groups is shown for both (A,C,E) the unconstrained library populations only, as well as for (B,D,F)
the full 8mer insert containing both the unconstrained and the constrained sequences. Comparison lines are indicated at frequency of differently
functional AAs seen in the fully unconstrained 8mer library (marked by L), and the expected frequency (marked by E.F.) as based on number of
AA codons in a 32 codon library.

aromatic residue expression. When the whole insert was
analyzed, the library had 0.6 aromatic residues/insert, which
is similar to 3E and 4E constrained libraries.
Furthermore, with the exception of 1E, 2E, and 3E none
of the constrained libraries showed any of the residues of
same functionality within their unconstrained regions (i.e.,
Trp libraries expressed no additional aromatic residues). For
the Glu libraries, the unconstrained space for 1E had the same
frequency of expression for negative residues as the fully
unconstrained library. The 2E library had 50% of that rate,
3E only 10%, whereas the 4E library expressed no extra
negative residues within its unconstrained sequences (see
Figures 3 and 4).
The His constrained libraries showed no significant variation of the aromatic residues from the fully unconstrained
libraries or among each other. There was a slightly lower
representation of positive residues in the His libraries, which
could be attributed to the His pKa of 6.0 having the potential
to act as a slightly positive residue depending on its
surroundings. The number of negative residues in the full
8mer insert did not differ significantly from the library, or
each other, matching the fully unconstrained library for 1H
and 2H library and then rising slightly by ∼25% for the 3H
library (Figure 4).
Correlation between Charge and Size on the pVIII
Inserts. The size of the pVIII inserts, quantified by their
molecular weights, was found to have a significant inverse
relationship with their charges, indicating that larger inserts

tended to be more negatively charged. The size-charge correlation was assessed independently for each of the library series
and is depicted here by a linear regression and characterized
by the correlation coefficient r, population size n, and the
significance value p for a two-tailed t-value, with t ) r[(n 2)/(1 - r2)]. The correlation strength varied among different
libraries. It was moderately weak for the fully unconstrained
library (r ) -0.43, n ) 53, p < 0.01) and the E-series (r )
-0.40, n ) 40, p < 0.02), moderately strong for both H-series
(r ) -0.59, n ) 27, p < 0.01) and W-series (r ) -0.60, n )
30, p < 0.001), and very strong for the K-series (r ) -0.86, n
) 10, p < 0.01) (see Figure 5C). Regardless of the linear strength
of this relationship, it was found to be statistically significant
for all libraries considered. Additionally, all of the 8mer libraries
expressed on pVIII seemed to have a preferred size and charge
range (Figure 5A,B). The majority of inserts expressed and
subsequently sequenced from all the libraries had a molecular
weight between 700 and 1000, and had a net charge of -1 to
-3 charges. Within that space, there was a visible shift toward
both greater size and greater charge preference from unconstrained (average: -1.5, 810 Da) to constrained libraries
(average: -2.3, 890 Da).

DISCUSSION
M13 bacteriophage can serve as a versatile and multifunctional material building block due to the ease of its genetic
manipulation and its monodisperse filamentous shape. The coat
proteins of this phage may be modified with rationally designed
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Figure 4. Average number of functional groups in expressed partial library inserts. Average number of AAs with (A) negative, (B) aromatic, and
(C) positive side chain groups is shown for the constructed libraries. A contribution to the total number of groups is shown from both the unconstrained
and constrained residues within the insert. Comparison lines are indicated for fully unconstrained library (marked L) and for the replaced wild-type
pVIII residues at positions 2-4 (AEGDDP) (marked pVIII). Significant differences in expression (indicated by yellow shading) among the libraries
are indicated in (D-F), with p-values shown as obtained from a Student’s t test.

short peptides, or endowed with peptide libraries to find specific
binding information via a phage display directed evolution
screening method (2, 48, 49). We have previously demonstrated
the use of such genetically engineered phage for a tissue
engineering scaffold application (33). As specific phage interaction with the cells was the main goal, a rational design approach
was chosen to display well-known RGD and IKVAV cell
signaling motifs (39-41). Additionally, a peptide expression
on every copy of pVIII was preferred over a more sparse
phagemid system display (2, 34), in order to obtain a high
density of the signaling motifs (∼1.5 × 1013 epitopes/cm2) (33).
Surfaces displaying such a high density of peptide motifs have
been shown to promote a stronger cellular response ranging from
attachment to differentiation (39, 40).
Whereas the sequence of the wild-type pVIII protein has
naturally evolved to be a good fit for all of the biological
interactions and processes involved in phage replication, any
engineered protein additions or modifications have to pass
through this imposed censorship prior to expression (see Figure
1). PVIII is a product of M13 phage gene gVIII and begins its
existence through transcription and translation by the E. coli
cell machinery. PVIII is a very high copy number protein, with
0.5 to 5 million units being transcribed and translated every

cell division cycle, and 2700 units are needed to package every
virus before it is able to leave the cell (19, 50). The full protein,
called procoat, is 73 amino acids in length, and contains a signal
and mature peptide regions (Figure 1C). Positive Lys charges
at both its amino and carboxy ends target the procoat molecule
to the phospholipid membrane by electrostatic attraction (51)
(Figure 1D). Once at the membrane, the hydrophobic segments
located in the signal and mature portions of the procoat protein
partition into the lipid bilayer. YidC transporter protein and
electrophoretic potential are responsible for inserting the connecting loop into the periplasm (22, 23, 52, 53). Leader peptidase
is a protein that is responsible for releasing the signal peptide
sequences from many bacterial transmembrane proteins. The
cleavage site utilized by the peptidase is dictated by the sequence
of the substrate protein, its position in relation to the membrane
interface, and the quality of fit to the peptidase (54-56). The
pVIII procoat is one of the proteins cleaved by the leader
peptidase,releasingtheN-terminusofthematurepeptide(16,17,54).
After a sufficient concentration of the pVIII protein has been
processed and collected in the E. coli inner membrane, the pVIII
units pack around the extruding phage DNA strand (23). The
phage extrusion process is orchestrated by pI and pXI phage
proteins and an E. coli protein threoxin.
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Figure 5. The charge and size of the expressed pVIII library inserts. (A) Charge and (B) molecular weight distributions of the pVIII unconstrained
library (9) were compared to the partially constrained insert libraries (2). The light dashed lines indicate the preferred size and charge for both
libraries, whereas the dark dashed lines show a shift of average charge and average size from the unconstrained library (marked by L) to the
partially constrained libraries (marked by CL). (C) An inverse relationship of insert charge to insert size is represented by a linear regression for
all of the constructed libraries. The correlation coefficient R, and the statistical significance value p, is indicated for each of the libraries.

As the phage leaves the cell, it moves through a complex
formed by the three above-mentioned proteins from the inner
membrane, as well as through a multimeric pore formed by the
pIV phage proteins in the outer membrane (14). The extrusion
is propelled by the packing of the pVIII molecules around the
phage DNA (57) and by the energy derived from the ATP
hydrolysis and proton motive force (58). The phage reenters
the cell via infection, which depends on the binding event
between the pIII minor phage coat protein to the F-pili of the
cell and pVIII interaction with both the TolQRA and pIII
proteins (13). If the infection is successful, the phage DNA is
unpackaged and injected into the cell, restarting the process over
again.
To find the full insert sequence that would be expressed on
pVIII protein, yet contain the desired RGD motif, we used a
partially constrained library approach described above (see
Figure 1). Although similarly constrained libraries are often used
in phage display approaches to improve the binding of the
identified short motif sequences (59, 60), in our application it
was utilized as a means to display the initially unfavorable RGD
peptide by allowing the unconstrained library residues to be
controlled and chosen by the E. coli host. In this manner, the
full inserts that were expressed contained both the designed
constrained motif and a library chosen through evolutionary
selection processes by the E. coli cellular mechanisms. This
biologically chosen favorability of the insert would then allow
for resulting phage particles to preserve their sequence during
large-scale amplifications, which could then be used to build
structured phage materials.
As seen in previous studies investigating pVIII peptide
libraries, when attempting to express IKVAV and RGD cell
signaling peptides, or later, Lys constrained libraries on M13
pVIII protein, we succeeded only when the overall charge of
the insert was lower than or equal to -1 (3). Whereas Lys
residues are expressed easily by the bacteria at the signal peptide
end as well as the C-terminus of pVIII (Figure 1), their apparent
lack in the periplasmic loop, which later becomes the N-terminus

of the mature pVIII is well-documented (22, 25, 34). This
distribution of positive charges on pVIII can be explained by
their function within the phage replication process. As explained
above, the presence of positive residues on either end of the
procoat protein is needed for the electrostatic binding and
anchoring of the protein to the phospohlipid membrane interface
of bacteria, and then later to the phage DNA. Their lack in the
periplasmic loop can be attributed to the electrophoretic gradient
across the bacterial cell membrane that drives the negatively
charged portions of the protein across and keeps the positively
charged portions in the cytoplasm (22, 45, 47, 61).
Further application of the partial library method allowed us
to express a TNT binding peptide WHWQ on pVIII (44). With
expression on all 2700 copies, the WHWQ M13 phage has a
very high avidity, likely improving its utilization as a sensor
material (44). The bulky aromatic peptide motif could only be
displayed when surrounded by two to three negative residues,
corresponding to an observed increased display of negative
residues in the aromatic Trp constrained libraries. The underrepresentation of aromatic residues at the N-terminus portion
of M13 pVIII and other mature peptides of bacterial proteins
has previously been observed (25, 55, 56). Potentially, this trend
can be attributed to the “anti-snorkeling” properties of the
aromatic residues located just outside of the membrane interface.
Anti-snorkeling refers to the tendency of the aromatic residues
to bury their side groups in the membrane interface region,
facing the aromatic portion toward the hydrophobic lipid chains
and the polar groups toward the negative phospholipid
layer (46, 47, 61-63).
In the wild-type pVIII, the leader peptidase cleavage site is
framed by a transmembrane segment of the signal peptide and
the acidic periplasmic loop. A hydrophobic Phe residue at
position -2 is likely buried in the membrane, while three
negatively charged hydrophilic residues at positions +2, +4,
and +5 serve as a hydrophilic anchor of the periplasmic loop,
propelling it out of the membrane and away from the negatively
charged membrane phospholipid groups (Figure 1C). These
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opposing forces expose the leader peptidase cleavage site in
the periplasm, allowing the leader peptidase to cleave the signal
peptide and release the mature pVIII protein. The increase of
negatively charged residues observed in the unconstrained spaces
of the library inserts carrying large aromatic segments (WHWQ,
2W, and 3W) could be necessary to counteract the affinity of
such constrained sequences toward the interface region. Thus,
it is possible that only the proteins where the cleavage site was
sufficiently exposed in the periplasm were cleaved and could
be further processed into viable phage. The reverse trend was
seen for the very negatively constrained libraries (3E and 4E)
where the frequency of aromatic residues was 50-60% higher
than expected. This could explain the opposite side of this
phenomenon, where the aromatic residues served to counteract
the tendency of very hydrophilic Glu amino acids to pull the
signal peptide out of the membrane, therefore shifting the
position of the cleavage site and making it less accessible for
processing (54).
Protein translation was another process that was seen to
impose strong limitations on the allowed insert sequences. In
our library engineering efforts, none of the four designed series
were able to display five or six long amino acid repeats, and
only the 4E library was successful in producing phage with four
repeating consecutive residues. This observation can be attributed to a previously shown dependence of protein translation
accuracy and library residue expression on tRNA isoacceptor
population in the E. coli host (50, 64). The repetitive use of
amino acids combined with the high copy number of the pVIII
protein resulted in draining the pool of the available corresponding tRNA isoacceptors. The necessary recharging of the
isoacceptors could have slowed the translation process to a rate
that was too slow to keep up with the demand of pVIII proteins
necessary to package and extrude the accumulated singlestranded phage DNA, thus causing the host cell death (50, 64-66).
The more repetitive pVIII phage inserts that were incorporated,
translated, and packaged had mutations containing a large
number of deletions (data not shown), which is common in long
stretches of repeating residues (67). Even though the 4E phage
still occasionally showed deletions and mutations, it was the
only kind that could sustain a four amino acid repeat. This was
likely due to the large number of Glu isoacceptors in E. coli
cells (50) and to the favorable negative charge at pVIII
N-terminus location.
The inverse charge-size relationship seen within the libraries
might be attributed to the increased number of negatively
charged groups expressed in the large aromatic group containing
inserts. However, this relationship is seen even when the inserts
are not aromatic and is most pronounced when the constrained
insert is carrying a positively charged residue. The size of the
insert presented at the N-terminus of pVIII protein is thought
to be partially limited by both the size and the properties of the
phage extrusion channel formed by pIV proteins (12, 35),
measuring 6-9 nm in diameter (18). The exact structure of pIV
protein has not yet been solved, and the exact mechanism of
phage extrusion is unknown. However, a strong homology has
been identified between the phage extrusion mechanism and type
II secretion proteins, which control macromolecule export from
bacterial outer membranes (19, 68). Many of the type II secretion
proteins, including phage pIV protein, have highly conserved
C-terminal domains, composed of strongly amphipathic β-sheet
structures. These structures anchor the pore in the membrane
with the hydrophobic residues and face the charged residues
toward the center of the pore to make a large aqueous
channel (20, 69). Additionally, it has been shown that transport
through these channels depends on both ATP hydrolysis and
the proton motive force (58). Thus, in our system, the greater
hydrophilicity of the phage surface is favorable to reduce the
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hydration necessary for hydrophobic molecules when traveling
through a hydrophilic pore (70), and the negative charge is
favorable to help the phage molecule move down the proton
motive force gradient.
In summary, we have described a novel partially constrained
library cloning method that allows for the expression of short
functional peptide motifs on all of the phage major coat proteins.
Our cloning method works through adaptation of the flanking
library residues by host induced natural selection, to make the
full protein favorable for phage replication. Furthermore, we
analyzed the ability of such 8mer insert partial library systems
to display positive, negative, and hydrophobic groups, as well
as the relationship between the insert charge and its size. Such
host-pathogen interaction analysis could be combined with a
recently developed virus protein association assay to further our
knowledge of general phage biology, and potentially identify
novel targets for antibacterial drug development (71).
The utilization of such a library engineering approach would
be useful in any application where a short functional peptide
motif is known, and the current phage display methodology
might not provide superior information (72, 73). This approach
allows not only to express a desired functional group on every
copy of the major coat protein of the phage, but also to identify
the phage particles that can preserve their sequence during largescale amplification. Thus, it would be beneficial in a variety of
materials applications where density and uniformity of peptide
display are favored, including crystal templation (10, 27, 28),
cell differentiation (39, 40), and sensor platforms (44). Overall,
the utilization of the novel partial library method to express
desired peptide groups on all of the major coat proteins of the
M13 bacteriophage can serve to further exploit it as a functional
nanobiomaterial.
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